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Follow up and Rehabilitation of stroke
patients

WP 3

Task leader

Maps the resources and structure of 
stroke rehabilitation in each region. It has 
been developed with the information 
from the regional plans and in-depth 
interviews with the representatives of 
each region health system. 

Countries: France, Portugal, Spain.

Regions: Occitanie, ARS Norte, Aragon,
Navarra, Balearic Islands, Catalonia.
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The indicators were selected only if they fulfilled the RACER criteria2: 

§ Relevance: Indicators must be linked to the project’s analytical objectives.  

§ Accepted by the staff and other relevant stakeholders.  

§ Credible for non-experts. Indicators must be clearly defined to avoid unambiguity and 

must be easily comprehensible.   

§ Easy to monitor. The burden of data collection should be minimised, for example by 

exploring what data is already collected.   

§ Robust against manipulation. The possibility that any of the actors involved in the data 

generation and collection processes alters the indicators must be minimised. They must 

also be up to date. 

Selection: round 1 

During the first screening 185 indicators were deemed relevant because they focused on 
measuring the state of stroke patients after acute care. These indicators, which are displayed in 
Annex 10.2, were organised in four dimensions, namely; pathway, follow-up, resources and 
secondary prevention. 

The dimension ‘pathway’ includes indicators that describe the different trajectories available (a 
mix of resources and processes) for stroke patients. An example including the main pathways is 
depicted in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 Stroke rehabilitation pathways 

 

Source: Authors elaboration based on Richards et al (2015) 

 

 
2 COMMISSION STAFF WORKING DOCUMENT. Better Regulation Guidelines. Strasbourg, 19.5.2015. SWD (2015) 111 

final; European Commission. Tool on monitoring arrangements and indicators. 
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Stroke rehabilitation is not easy to monitor, since in general patient records do not include the whole 
rehabilitation process, and therefore there is no follow up.



Conclusions for all stakeholders WP #

• The successful evaluation of stroke rehabilitation and secondary prevention 
would allow for the improvement of the protocols that are in place.

• Key to count with registries that contain the full pathway of each patient during 
rehabilitation, understanding rehabilitation as a whole process that encompasses 
the entire chain of care from acute stroke care through to life after stroke. 

• Rehabilitation has a key role to return stroke patients to their lives.

• Ensure sufficient resources for rehabilitation, and also ensure an equitable 
access to rehabilitation services. 
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Socio-economic impact WP 3

Task leader

Provides a list of dimensions to 
be taken into account for the 
evaluation of the social and 
economic impact of stroke, as 
well as an overview of the key 
dimensions that remain more 
affected for stroke sequelae. 



Results WP 3

Task leader

After a comprehensive review, a list of 55 dimensions to be taken into account when assessing the 
socioeconomic impact of stroke were identified and grouped in five dimensions:



Conclusions for all stakeholders WP #

• Stroke is the leading cause of acquired disability, the second leading cause of dementia and the second 
leading cause of death. 

• Only a small percentage of stroke patients are independent in basic activities of daily living (ADL), while a 
majority will have to rely on human assistance for ADLs like feeding, self-care and mobility. 

• Stroke sequelae also impacts caregivers, representing a relevant amount of time which on average is from 9 
to 17 hours per week in the first year after stroke. In addition, the estimated economic burden of informal 
caregiving per stroke survivor during the first year ranges from €3,100 to €7,600.

• Healthcare cost of stroke varies considerably, with 27€ per capita (1,244.8€ million overall) in Spain, 30€ per 
capita (1,973.2€ million overall) in France and 15€ per capita (159.7€ million overall) in Portugal. 

• There is a need to better measure the socioeconomic burden of stroke across healthcare systems. 
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